
PlateSpin Migrate

 Highlights

F Faster, more reliable migrations: Accelerate server 
migrations & reduce errors with the highest level of automation 
available in a migration solution.It’s a simple way to free up 
IT resources for other tasks.
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Overview: Complete data center transformation, server consolidation, and server migration 
projects blazingly fast. Get minimal downtime and maximum automation with PlateSpin 
Migrate.

Features

Full automation: Faster, more reliable migrations Cohesive planning and 
execution  F On-the-fly configuration

F F 

Broad support for platforms, operating systems & hardware configurations: 
F F Anywhere-to-anywhere server migrationMulti-platform support  

URL: https://gte-india.com/

Risk-free migrations: Integrated testing for safer migrations Fast 
incremental replication  Migration speed and scalability Live transfer Role-
based access

F F 
F F F 

PlateSpin Migrate is the IT pro's go-to solution for cloud and data center server 
migrations, using high-speed block-based transfers and Server Sync technology to 
deliver the fastest and most efficient anywhere-to-anywhere migrations. Migrate your 
servers to and from physical, virtual, and cloud locations.

F Integrated testing for safer migrations: Only PlateSpin 

Migrate recognizes the need for testing as an important key to 
success and includes testing in every servermigration job.

F Multi-platform support: Perform anywhere-to-anywhere 

migrations to-and-from physical servers, virtual hosts, and cloud 
platforms. PlateSpin Migrate offers broad support for 32- and 64-bit 
Windows and Linux operating systems.

PlateSpin Migrate is a workload portability solution that automates the movement of 
server workloads-operating systems along with their applications and data-over the 
network between physical servers, virtual hosts and image archives. PlateSpin 
Migrate remotely decouples workloads from the underlying server hardware and 
streams them to and from physical or virtual hosts, all from a single point of control.


